Botswana Photography Safari
Nature Photography Adventures
March 1-13, 2024
Overview and Key Points
Our Botswana Photography Safari is timed for right after the end of the February rains. It’s a season when Botswana is as lush as it ever
gets, when migratory birds are plentiful and nesting, when herbivores have plenty to eat, and predators have plenty to catch. It’s a beautiful time – and a time when Botswana isn’t crowded. A time when then animals don’t look worn down and thin from the long dry season
that characterizes this region. Our main safari is broken into three key components…

Chobe River (March 1, 2, & 3)
First the Chobe River, which is likely to be quite full, from the rains! We have arranged to lodge on a houseboat, the Chobe Princess II. The
houseboat will cruise up and down the Chobe River, which divides Namibia and Botswana, while we wield lenses from the decks. We’ll spot
everything from crocodiles to elephants to ungulates to hippos to lions – and lots of birds.
From the houseboat, we’ll frequently board a small boat designed for photography. We’ll sit in chairs on swivels – each with a built-in gimbal head for our long lenses. This is an incredible setup that enables telephoto photography without wearing you down from the weight of
the lens! We will take this shallow draft boat close to the shorelines in search of action – and elsewhere in search of scenic reflections. We
expect to find elephants along the shoreline or in the water. We’ll visit hippos in their pools. We’ll find where the kingfishers are nesting
and quietly slip the boat in close to get close-ups. And we’ll search for fishing eagles – fishing of course!

Kwara Camp, Okavango Delta (March 4, 5, 6)
Then we’ll board a bush plane and fly to our second camp, Kwara Camp, deep inside the Okavango Delta. From this remote camp, we’ll explore by boat,
foot, and mekoro (canoe-like vessels propelled by a guide with a long pole).
One of the best places to zero in on birds related to the water and water’s edge. In the past we found communal roosts and nesting zones. Great opportunities for two kinds of jacanas and “snake birds”. More fishing eagles. Crocodiles and elephants. Ungulates uniquely adapted to marshy footing, like reed
buck and water buck. And absolutely gorgeous landscapes of lines of rushes leading into sunrises and sunsets! Great birding and macros on the grounds!
And a good place to photograph starry skies!

Okuti Camp, Moremi Game Reserve (March 7, 8, 9, 10)

The Moremi Game Reserve is superbly situated in the Okavango Delta. We’ll explore the delta waterways by boat and the land portion of the
reserve by safari vehicle. In the heart of the season, this is ground zero for activity in the Okavango Delta – but we’ll be there just as the lodges
are reopening after the rains – and we’ll encounter very few other guests. That means the animals, while used to being observed by visitors,
are fresher from their break from safari vehicles!
This is fabulous country for landscape images, featuring reflections of grasses and trees in the delta waterways. We’ll find ungulates that are
uniquely adapted to wet areas, like the reed buck and water buck. We’ll search for cats of all descriptions – last time (this time of year) we
spent time with two groups of lions with young cubs! There is a resident pack of wild dogs! Baboons! Hippos – we’ll hear them from our
rooms. Monkeys on the premises! And, out on the waterways we’ll find two kinds of jacanas dancing on lily pads with their oversized feet,
more fish eagles, and more lapwings! On the reserve, we have had tremendous luck with woodland kingfishers, which focus on insects and
amphibians rather than fish!
Then, we’ll relocate to Victoria Falls for a grand finale!

Kingdom Hotel (March 11, 12)
We’ll situate ourselves comfortably in the Kingdom Hotel, which puts us in walking distance of the falls – and of local dining! Victoria Falls is
one of the big ones! The Zambezi River spreads out over a mile wide and falls into a dramatic canyon. We walk along one side of the canyon
– the falls pour across the other side. A lot of water – and a lot of dramatic angles! A good chance to try all kinds of strategies – and a mini
rainforest ecosystem in the areas where the mist from the falls perpetually lands!
We have also arranged a sunset cruise on the Zambezi River, above the falls. More opportunities for reflective landscapes. More birds, perhaps elephants, giraffes, crocodiles and hippos! And, we’ll dance up close to the falls…

Timing note!
We specifically asked to be the first guests as the lodges were reopening after the rains. Staffs will have just put the finished touches on lodge
improvements they always make during closures. New staff members will be getting into the swing of things, eager to impress both bosses and
guests. And the wildlife will be fully immersed in life without safari vehicles.
And, of course, nature will have been refreshed by both the absence of travelers – and the rains!
Logistics!
This safari begins with our arrival at Victoria Falls Airport in Zimbabwe. From there we will be transferred to Kasane, undergoing immigration
procedures to move into Botswana and Namibia (we’ll be crossing the line often on the Chobe River). Then we’ll go aboard the Chobe Princess
II and set up camp for the first few nights.
When we finish on the Chobe Princess II we’ll transfer to the Kasane Airport (passing through Namibia customs on the way out) and fly on a
small aircraft to the heart of the Okavango Delta, where we’ll be met by our hosts from Okavango Camp.
We’ll fly in a light plane again, to move from Okavango Camp to the Moremi Reserve, possibly stopping at Maun to change planes. Once we
reach the reserve we’ll be met by our hosts and transferred to Okuti Camp.
When we are finished at Okuti Camp, we will fly by light plane back to Kasane. From there we will transfer to Victoria Falls Hotel in Zimbabwe.
At the conclusion of our time at Victoria Falls, we will be transferred to our flights at Victoria Falls Airport to begin our travels home or onward.
Meals and Drinks
Meals are included from our arrival at the Chobe Princess II
to our return to Victoria Falls. There are complimentary
beverages in those first three settings.
In Victoria Falls breakfasts are included, while lunches and
dinners are on our own. Drinks are also on your own.

Prices and Payment Schedule
Double Occupancy 			
Single Occupancy*			

$16,200
$21,150

Deposit with Application		
2nd Payment, December 1, 2022
					
3rd Payment, April 2023
					
Final Payment, November 15, 2023

$2,000 double, $3,000 single
$4,000 Double Occupancy
$5,000 Single Occupancy
$4,000 Double Occupancy
$5,000 Single Occupancy
(Balance Due)

Single occupancy is only available after we have six participants signed up
in three double occupancy rooms.		

